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SPECTRUM

Spectrum System Overview

The Greengate Spectrum Lighting Management System is a fully networked system that is configured,
programmed and addressed by Greengate Lighting Controls commissioning engineers using the Spectrum
graphical software package operating under Microsoft Windows Vista or XP.

Spectrum Lighting Management System components support the creation of distributed, centralised and 
mixed control system architectures to deliver flexible solutions, whatever the application.

All lighting control products supplied by Greengate Lighting Controls are independently tested to comply 
with the European Standards and Directives for noise immunity and safety and are CE marked accordingly.

The control systems incorporate the following components:

Central PC Manager• 
Area Controllers• 
Lighting Control Modules, Pluggable and Hard Wired• 
Combined Sensors and Presence Detectors• 
Local Override Devices including Wall switches• 

This will allow for the following functions to be set-up:

Independent control over every luminaire• 
Graphical front end for displaying and altering switching regime (if central supervisor is used)• 
Dimming or switching of luminaires• 
Time control• 
Presence detection (with corridor hold and background lighting)• 
Daylight control• 
Infra-red control• 
Switch plates for on/off; dimming; and multiple scene setting• 
Emergency testing and monitoring (if used with EM sensors)• 
Alarm overrides• 
Load shedding• 
LED indication of output status, data status, EM test status• 
Changes in the operation of the control regime can be made via PC without visiting ceiling voids.• 
Control of analogue, DSI or DALI ballasts• 
Master to corridor / exit routes• 
Monitor hours run• 
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Remote Communication

Spectrum can be controlled remotely by the installation of a communication interface, two options are available, 
the first via a telephone line, the second via an internal data network such as Ethernet.

In each case appropriate software needs to be installed on to the clients PC to enable access and control of the 
lighting system. Further discussions with our technical department would be advised as the scheme progresses.

A TCP/IP communication to each Area controller is also available subject to further discussions with our technical 
department should this be required by the client

DALI Communication Cables

Where a DALI LCM is required a separate communication cable is needed to connect between the LCM and the 
luminaire ballasts.

Usually a 2 core cable of size 1.5mm is suitable for up to a maximum of 300 metres, 0 .75mm for up to 150 
metres and 0.5mm for up to 100 metres .

Bus Cables

The system components are linked together with two Control Busses each utilising proven CAN technology.

The Spine Bus connects the Central PC Manager to the Area Control Units. Greengate Lighting Controls 
recommend Belden 9272 which must be segregated from mains. A TCP/IP network can be substituted if 
required.

The Field Bus runs from each Area Control Unit to the Lighting Control Modules. Greengate Lighting Controls
recommend Belden 8719 which is 600V insulated and may be run with mains cables. Belden 9272 may also be 
used, however this must be segregated from the mains. 
Alternative Bus cable specifications are available on request.

Central PC Manager

The optional Central PC Manager for the System is a standard IBM compatible PC/AT with a network card fitted.
The PC will have the following minimum specification:

Pentium IV Processor• 
1 Gb RAM• 
40 Gb Hard Disc Drive• 
SVGA Colour Monitor; 15” screen• 
Spare PCI slot• 
Microsoft Windows 7, Vista or XP operating system• 
Microsoft Mouse (or compatible)• 
USB System Interface Card• 
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Area Controller

85 Lighting Control Modules when connected in a ‘daisy chain’ topology. 
Typically an Area Controller is installed in an electrical riser on each floor of the 
building, they are not dependent on a PC to operate and should a power failure 
occur they will retain their program.
Supplied in a folded steel enclosure the controller has 20 mm knockout entries 
to facilitate conduit wiring. There are three individual field bus connectors and 2 
spine bus connectors for loop in loop out, each connector is
pluggable with wireable terminals for up to 2.5mm wiring. Other features include:

Input port for the connection of a commissioning laptop computer• 
Real time clock with lithium battery support• 
Data flow management of area served• 
Input port for centralised control• 

Lighting Control Modules Key Features

All Lighting Control Modules supplied by Greengate Lighting Controls are designed so that on initial power up, 
or reinstatement after a power failure, each of the outputs or groups of outputs will operate with a 2 second 
delay to the last therefore reducing inrush currents.

All Lighting Control Modules require a mains supply and can be installed anywhere on the field bus.

Outputs are configured through software and are individually controlled and dimmable allowing total flexibility
so that luminaires can be connected and controlled in any combination on any LCM.

Inputs operate independently within the control system and are individually addressable controlling any light or
group of lights anywhere on the network.

Override devices can therefore be connected to the nearest available input port of any lighting control module,
the relationship between it and the lights controlled being set up in software.

Inputs will recognise presence detectors, daylight sensors, infra-red sensors, wall switches and emergency
test key switches.

All lighting control modules can be configured from anywhere on the Spine Bus using a PC or laptop running
the front end software.

The software included in all Lighting Control Modules is Flash upgradeable and can be programmed to
introduce specific bespoke software for particular applications.

All Greengate Lighting Controls LCM input connections are SELV and are in the 
range 0-10V. 15V is available for active override devices and sensors.

All Lighting Control Modules accept the connection of a range of local control 
devices, these include:

Momentary pushbuttons• 
Latching ON/OFF switches• 
Two way and off retractive switches• 
Push button /touch plate scene set panels can also be incorporated• 
External signals from volt-free contacts are also possible.• 
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9 Way Pluggable Lighting Control Modules: Analogue/Digital/DALI

There are two types of pluggable LCM available from Greengate.

The first is a single fix unit that is usually installed as part of a prefabricated 
wiring system utilising the fabricators ‘T’ pieces for connection.

The second is a dual fix unit suitable for conventional wiring installations, this 
has a base for first fix purposes allowing for connection of the power and bus 
wiring and a lid installed as a second fix operation that houses the electronics.

These modules have the luminaire leads connected in a horizontal plane 
alleviating possible strain on the ports and keeping space taken in the ceiling 
void to a maximum of just 55mm.

The LCM is designed with 9 individually addressable outputs and 8 individually addressable inputs for sensors, 
switches and emergency lamp monitoring sensors.

This LCM is single phase supply and is rated to a maximum of 16 Amps distributed across the nine outputs,
with each individual output capable of up to 4 Amps.

Outputs are 6 pole pluggable connectors for either Analogue or DigitaI luminaires which can be connected in any 
combination on any LCM, digital luminaires being either DSI or DALI on individual LCMs.

Note: This LCM will not provide DALI ballast feedback information, use the DALI Only LCM for this purpose.

Outputs are in groups of three protected by a 5 amp fuse to reduce the possibility of a complete lighting control 
module failure, a fourth 5 amp fuse individually protects the maintained live feeds.

Outputs have an LED status indicator to assist with maintenance, LED’s are also provided for network status and 
LCM power supply status.

Inputs 1 to 4 are 4 pole pluggable wireable terminals for up to 2.5mm wiring, Inputs 5 to 8 are RJ12 sockets 
accommodating pre-made pluggable sensor leads.
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DALI Only Pluggable LCM

These LCM’s have the same features and rating as above except that the control element of the nine outputs 
are combined to form a single DALI bus controlling up to 16 DALI ballasts.

The individual addresses of each DALI ballast together with the Spectrum management system can provide 
individual programming and feed back information, to include:-

Ballast detection feed back• 
Lamp error signal feedback• 
Sub-addressing capability• 
Broadcast addressing capability• 
Full digital control over the lighting range including off• 
Fade processing support• 
Ballast “Persistent Memory” programming• 

Where connection is to a DALI emergency Ballast using the DALI emergency 
extra protocol, monitoring of lamp failure, battery failure and ballast failure is 
also available.

A pre-addressed version of this unit is also available, used to minimise commissioning time.
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DALI Hard Wired LCM

These modules can be 35mm Din Rail Mounted, panel mounted or supplied in 
a folded steel enclosure with 20 mm knockout entries on three sides to facilitate 
conduit wiring. There is 1 output for control of up to 16 DALI
ballasts (features as above) and 2 individually addressable inputs, connection is 
via terminals accommodating up to 4mm wiring. Note: The power to the ballasts 
is supplied directly, not via the LCM.

An emergency lighting luminaire un-switched live feed can be connected via the 
output relay of the DALI LCM to facilitate automatic emergency test procedures

8 Input 4 Output Hard-wired Lighting Control Modules

Supplied in a folded steel enclosure this LCM has 20 mm knockout 
entries on two sides to facilitate conduit wiring. There are four individually 
addressable outputs and eight individually addressable inputs.

This LCM is single phase supply and is rated to a maximum of 16 Amps 
distributed across the four outputs, with each individual output capable of up 
to 8 Amps.

Outputs are 6 pole wireable terminal blocks for up to 4mm wiring 
accommodating either Analogue or DigitaI luminaires which can be 
connected in any combination on any LCM. Digital luminaires must be either 
DSI or DALI on individual LCMs.

Note: This LCM will not provide DALI ballast feedback information, use the DALI only LCM for this purpose.

Outputs are volt free and individually protected by an 8 amp fuse. These have an LED status indicator to assist
with maintenance, LED’s are also provided for Network status and LCM power supply status, all visible with 
LCM lid removed.

A further four volt free outputs controlled together are available each protected by a 3 amp fuse, these can 
supply the maintained live feeds to emergency lighting luminaires facilitating automatic emergency test 
procedures.

Inputs 1 to 4 are 4 pole pluggable wireable terminals for up to 2.5mm wiring, Inputs 5 to 8 are RJ12 sockets
accommodating pre-made pluggable sensor leads. Note: RJ12 sockets have restricted access.

Terminals (6 Live, 6 Neutral and 6 Earth) are provided for connection of Input mains wiring and allow for
interconnection of wiring to facilitate connection via the volt free contacts of each output. These are each 6 pole
wireable terminal block for up to 4mm wiring.
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8 Input Units

These modules can be 35mm Din Rail Mounted, panel mounted or supplied in 
a folded steel enclosure with 20 mm knockout entries on two sides to facilitate 
conduit wiring.

There are 8 individually addressable inputs with 65mA available for connection 
of active input devices and sensors. Connection is via terminals accommodating 
up to 4mm wiring, or alternatively connected via RJ12
sockets accommodating pre-made pluggable sensor leads.

4 Output Units

These modules can be 35mm Din Rail Mounted, panel mounted or supplied 
in a folded steel enclosure with 20 mm knockout entries on two sides to 
facilitate conduit wiring.

This DINrail mounting output module has 4 volt free (feed through) individually 
configurable and dimmable outputs for analogue and digital luminaires. In 
addition 1 volt free (feed through) output is provided for emergency lighting.

SPECTRUM
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2 Input 2 Output Hard Wired Lighting Control Modules

These modules can be 35mm Din Rail Mounted, panel mounted or supplied in 
a folded steel enclosure with 20 mm knockout entries on three sides to facilitate 
conduit wiring. There are two individually addressable outputs and 2 individually 
addressable inputs connection is via terminals accommodating up to 4mm wiring.

This LCM is single phase supply and is rated to a maximum of 10 Amps distributed 
across the two outputs, with each individual output capable of up to 5 Amps.

Outputs can accommodate either Analogue or DigitaI luminaires on an individual LCM 
basis, digital luminaires being either DSI or DALI.

Note: This LCM will not provide DALI ballast feedback information, use the DALI only 
LCM for this purpose.
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Combined Sensors

The combined sensors are flush mounted within a ceiling tile or in fill plate offering 
control of small groups of luminaires using a combination of PIR, Infra Red and Photocell 
sensors. These sensors have the ability to control lighting according to the ambient 
lighting conditions in conjunction with presence detection as detailed above. Local 
override control is via a hand-held infra-red (IR) transmitter directed at the sensor, this 
enables the selection of lighting ON and OFF or to dimmable levels.

The functions for each individual Combined Sensor can be changed via the graphical 
software allowing for different definitions dependant upon the combined sensors 
location.

Presence Detectors

The Presence Detector is mounted within a ceiling tile and provides a circular detection range at desk level of a
diameter twice that of the mounting height. Various functions are configured from the Central PC Manager,
including:

PD automatic ON/OFF (Presence mode)• 
Automatic OFF only operation (Absence Mode)• 
Time-out functions including, OFF only, dim to a pre-set level and dim to level if no override has been • 
activated.
Two-stage timeout facility. This can be used to dim the lights to a user defined level on the first time-out and • 
then to ‘switch off’ on the second time-out.

The functions for each individual presence detector can be changed via the graphical software, providing the
ability to define different functionalities for various presence detectors depending on their location. For example
detectors to be automatic OFF only during working hours, but automatic On & OFF only at night. This will 
enable security personnel to move safely within the building outside of the core working hours.

Gear Tray Unit

Supplied in a folded steel enclosure this LCM is designed to be located 
within luminaires or within in fill sections of continuous rows of fittings. There 
are two individually addressable outputs and 2 individually addressable 
inputs. Connection is via terminals accommodating up to 4mm wiring.

This LCM is single phase supply and is rated to a maximum of 5 Amps 
distributed across the two outputs, with each individual output capable of up 
to 4 Amps.

Outputs can accommodate either Analogue or DigitaI luminaires on an 
individual LCM basis, digital luminaires being either DSI or DALI.

Note: This LCM will not provide DALI ballast feedback information, use the DALI only LCM for this purpose.
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 Standards

This product conforms to one or more of the above standards. 
Please contact your local Cooper Controls representative for further information.
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Emergency Lamp Monitoring Sensors

There are two types of sensor available to monitor the emergency lamp of a luminaire, 
one measures the lamp light output directly whilst the other measures the current to the 
emergency lamp.

The Photocell Sensor is directly clipped to an emergency lamp provides information on 
the light output and therefore indicates if the emergency circuit is operating correctly.

The Current sensing coil is fitted to the battery power feed of an emergency lamp 
measuring the current to the lamp indicating that the emergency power supply is 
operating the lamp in emergency mode. A version is also availbale for low voltage 
tungsten halogen emergency luminaires. All these units would normally be installed by 
the luminaire manufacturer.

Lighting Control Panels

Lighting control panels provide the interface between the user and the Lighting Control 
Module for the selection of pre-recorded lighting scenes. 

Available as standard in brushed stainless steel, these 5 and 7 button contol panels 
may be programmed with up to 4 separate preset scenes (and off) to allow for simple, 
convenient user selection of light levels. In addition the 7 button control panel includes 
master raise and lower buttons. Lighting scenes are set up at commissioning and may 
be modified at the central system PC. 

Control panels utilize up to 5 inputs on their local LCM and are connected by LV cable 
allowing them to be placed virtually anywhere within the lighting control system. Multiple 
control panels are supported on each system with each control panel supporting it’s 
unique scene program relevant to the needs of the users for that space.

Installed in standard 35mm single gang UK style electrical wall boxes (not supplied).

Greengate
20 Greenhill Crescent, Watford Business Park, 
Watford, Herts, WD18 8JA. UK
T: +44 (0)1923 495495     F: +44 (0)1923 228796
E: info@greengatecontrols.co.uk    www.greengatecontrols.co.uk

Distribuidor:
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Spectrum Control System
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Spectrum System Topology
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SPECTRUM
Typical Reflected Ceiling Plan 
with Lighting Control System
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Dealer:

Interconnection Cable and System Restrictions
Recommended Field Bus Cable, Belden 8719 (run with mains) Belden 9272, Belden 89272(LSF) segregated.
Maximum length of Field Bus Cable 800m, 3 field busses per Area Controller each can be to the maximum length
Recommended Spine Bus Cable Belden 9272, Belden 8719, Belden 89272(LSF) or all segregated from mains. Maximum length 
of Spine Bus Cable 500m.

Area Control Unit
Maximum Area Controllers per System = 60
Maximum LCM’s per Area Controller, split between 1 to 3 field busses = 85

Pluggable LCM 9 Outputs/8 Inputs
Max load 16 Amps.
Max load Outputs 1 to 3, 4 to 6, 7 to 9 is 5 Amps restricted to 4 Amp on any single Output.
Max Emergency Load 5 Amps.
Maximum Ballasts per Output,* Analogue DSI or Dali = 4
Max Input Load 40mA
Input terminals Klippon BL4 or RJ12.
Input terminal capacity up to 2.5mm stranded, 1.5mm solid. (Recommended 0.5 0.75mm flex).

Hard Wired LCM 4 Outputs/8 Inputs (Access Via 20mm Knockouts)
Max load 16 Amps.
Max load each Output 8 Amps.
Max Load each emergency output 3 Amps.
Output terminal capacity up to 4mm stranded, 2.5mm solid.
Maximum Ballasts per Output,* Analogue = 12 DS I= 6 Dali = 4
Max Input Load 40mA
Input terminal capacity up to 2.5mm stranded, 1.5mm solid. (Recommended 0.5 0.75mm flex).
Input terminals Klippon BL4 or RJ12. (RJ12 has restricted access)

Din Rail LCM 2 Outputs/2 Inputs (Panel or Box Mounting Facility)
Max load 13 Amps.
Max load each Output 5 Amps.
Max Emergency Load 3 Amps.
Output terminal capacity up to 4mm stranded, 2.5mm solid.
Maximum Ballasts per Output,* Analogue = 12 DS I= 6 Dali = 4
Max Input Load 20mA
Input terminal capacity up to 4mm stranded, 2.5mm solid. (Recommended 0.5 0.75mm flex).

Gear Tray LCM 2 Outputs/2 Inputs
Max load 5 Amps.
Max load each Output 4 Amps.
Output terminal capacity up to 4mm stranded, 2.5mm solid.
Maximum Ballasts per Output,* Analogue DSI or Dali = 4
Max Input Load 10mA
Input terminal capacity up to 4mm stranded, 2.5mm solid. (Recommended 0.5 0.75mm flex)
*Dependant upon Ballast type , for Other Ballast types contact Greengate

PD/Combined Sensor (Movement/Light Level/Infrared control).
Presence detector has 360 degree coverage. Area at desk height = 2 x floor to ceiling height.
Programmed in S/W for timeout, time of day usage and number of lights controlled.
Up to 3 PDs can be attached to one input, daisy chained or connected back to LCM terminal block.

General
PDs and scene set switches connect between 0V and IN1/ON/PD.
2 wire Switches connect between 0V and IN2/OFF/LS.
3 wire Switches connect between 0V, IN1/ON/PD and IN2/OFF/LS.
Light Sensor/ET Sensors connect between 0V and IN2/OFF/LS.
Current Sensors connect between 0V, +V and IN2/OFF/LS.
Up to 8 switches can be used with the Spectrum Input Modules when used with the Spectrum front-end software,
inputs 1 to 4 of these can control outputs in other areas.
All LCMs and ACs should be protected with a Type B or C MCB rated at 16 Amps or less

Greengate
20 Greenhill Crescent, Watford Business Park, 
Watford, Herts, WD18 8JA. UK
T: +44 (0)1923 495495     F: +44 (0)1923 228796
E: info@greengatecontrols.co.uk    www.greengatecontrols.co.uk
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The Spectrum lighting control system has been designed to “fail safe” in the unlikely event of a fault occurring.
Should communications between a lighting control module and it’s area control unit fail for more than 10 minutes, the lighting 
control module will go to its default level and switch all outputs on.

Basic User Checks

1. A light or lights is off and cannot be switched on:
 
It is fairly common that on sites where a lighting control system is utilised, any lighting failures are associated to a problem 
with the control system. In most incidents this is not the case, especially as the Spectrum system fails on.
 
Is it an individual fitting that has failed or a group of lights controlled from one or more lighting control modules?
The lighting control modules have output indication LED’s on the front of them. If the LED is lit for the associated output but 
the light fitting is not on then the light fitting itself would need checking as the most likely cause of failure could be an internal 
fuse within the fitting, the lamp of the control gear.
 
If the LED is not lit then the system has switched the output off, either via an override device, time program or if the fitting is a 
perimeter fitting, by the light level sensor.
 
If none of the LED’s are lit, the mains power supply to the LCM should be checked.
 

2. The lights are on but cannot be switched off: 
 
This could be caused where lights have been un-plugged from the lighting control module but have been plugged back into 
the wrong ports, so they are at their default on level.
 
The override device that is used to control the lights has been unplugged from its input on the lighting control module, or 
moved to an un-programmed port.
 
The field bus cable connector for the lighting control module has become disconnected causing the lighting control module to 
go to default level.
 
Communications have been lost between the lighting control module and the area control unit due to the filed bus cable 
becoming disconnected, or the area control unit being powered down. In the event of this happening ALL the lights on that 
field bus network would be at their default level and would be unable to be switched off.
 

3.	 The	PC	will	not	communicate	to	a	floor	or	floors:

If it is not possible to access a particular area control unit to retrieve data or to manually override lights from the head end PC, 
the area control unit may have been powered down, or the spine bus cable may have become disconnected.
If it is not possible to communicate with any of the area control units from the PC, the spine bus cable may have been 
disconnected from the USB CAN interface unit. If the USB CAN interface unit has been inadvertently disconnected from the 
PC while it was switched on, 
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